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Introduction

As one of our aims is to encourage young people’s initiative and autonomy, we continue to do our best to make it possible through various ways. Formally, we support grassroots youth activist collectives in Europe, especially those, for whom the current political and social situation is a challenge due to state restrictions or lack of resources. What is usually not missing among youth is a strong commitment, persistence and belief in social and environmental change. We are pleased to join their initiatives in order to build collaborative alliances, but also to observe how new, revolutionary structures are formed in 2018. Informally, we strengthen our relations, get to know new young people, exchange skills and knowledge, so present within our constantly growing network.

Again in 2018 we had a chance to meet such young people not only during big events we were part of, but also small-scale workshops and trainings and meetings. It let us see the changes happening with our own eyes, from one meeting to another. It gave us the perfect opportunity to cooperate in a long-term process of social change. We value it in particular in contrast to the temporary, short-term and uncertain connections, typical in our neo-liberal capitalist society, which cause such phenomena as atomization, alienation and structural exclusion.

As an office staff we learn a lot, from the groups and individuals of our network. We adjust our approaches to collaboration based
on diversity, respect and a better understanding one another. The complex picture drawn by people in power makes us live in unsustainable and hostile circumstances, but the power is taken back by the people, courageous enough to oppose, and creative and determined enough to propose alternative solutions.

Looking back at 2018, and considering the potential of our upcoming activities, motivates us to keep fighting for economical, environmental and social justice. If you wish to see some results check the whole report and join our network.
1. About us

1.1. The EYFA story
EYFA (European Youth For Action) developed from a tour that was initiated by a Swedish/German group in 1986 to save the old forests in Europe: then named European Youth Forest Action. From these beginnings, EYFA has developed into a network of individuals, grassroots organisations and collectives working to transform local and international communities in their approach to environmental and social, political and economic positions.

1.2. What does EYFA do?
EYFA provides a platform and practical support for new radical ideas to grow into their full potential. The international office located in Berlin coordinates EYFA’s activities through administrative and communication functions and being the network’s contact point for sharing local information.

EYFA supports and encourages grassroots projects and initiatives in the following ways:
- Organising exchanges, forums, trainings, network gatherings, actions and projects of different kinds.
- Promoting innovative ways of working in the field of social and environmental activism (ie: participatory education, consensus-based decision-making, art and activism, free and open-source software, etc).
- Disseminating call outs and information on environmental and social justice issues.
- Giving advice, knowledge and support in planning and implementing projects, networking and a set of essential topics (facilitation of meetings, fundraising, strategising, dealing with conflict, campaigning, burn out and anti-oppression among others).
EYFA gives activists an international perspective, but it is very important to us that we keep our focus on the grassroots of social and ecological change. It is characteristic of EYFA that projects initiated by EYFA become independent sustainable long-term projects.

1.3. Who does EYFA support?
EYFA focuses particularly on youth initiated activities and projects. EYFA projects are mainly for young people, giving them the opportunity to act and encouraging them to be active on local and international levels. A special focus is put on providing access for groups to take part in international grassroots movements. EYFA always puts effort into including youth from all corners of the continent, with different social, geographical and cultural backgrounds. Grassroots groups:

- combating xenophobia, homo-, trans- and queerphobia, racism, fascism, sexism, ableism and all other forms of exploitation and injustice.
- promoting cultural diversity and the rights of women, LGBTI+ and queers, indigenous, refugees, migrants, and other vulnerable minorities.
- combating environmental degradation, ecosystem destruction and animal exploitation and promoting biological diversity.
- promoting young people’s access to social rights like health, housing and education.

1.4. EYFA’s Vision
EYFA’s main aim is to encourage young people’s initiative and autonomy.
EYFA strives for a world based on social, environmental and economic justice, in which people feel empowered to act and raise their voices on the issues that affect their lives.
EYFA works to challenge the current dominant social and economic
system while developing new ways of organising our communities based on environmental and social sustainability.

1.4.1. EYFA’s Objectives

EYFA has three core objectives at the center of everything we do:

- **Capacity building:** To help groups develop the skills and knowledge to gain access to funding, training and the tools to articulate, debate and enact their ideas.

- **Civic engagement and participatory processes:** To support grassroots groups to critically engage with already existing decision-making processes and politics, and to develop more egalitarian and participatory alternatives.

- **Cross-regional Cooperation:** Developing closer cooperation through joint initiatives and the sharing of ideas, histories and experiences amongst grassroots groups working in different political and social contexts.

1.4.2. EYFA’s Priorities

Over the course of EYFA’s existence, the network has focused its energy on a wide variety of projects all across Europe. Out of these projects, patterns have emerged that point to some of EYFA’s priorities. Developed by the network, office and Board, and re-evaluated each year at network strategy meetings, these priorities provide focus for EYFA’s work. While we prioritise these two areas, we continue to offer support to some groups whose work does not fall exclusively into one of these categories.

**Social and Environmental Justice**

EYFA’s perspective is based on the understanding that social and environmental problems are deeply interlinked and are also expressed in patterns of economic injustice. Socially sustainable and just communities go hand in hand with environmentally sound ways of living. Sustainability
and alternatives to the growth paradigm have always been part of EYFA’s social justice projects and vice versa. EYFA’s many climate justice, energy and environmental projects have aimed to draw the links between economic growth-obsession and the exploitation and destruction of our natural and human environment as well as excluding large populations from access to resources.

**Inclusion**
Social, cultural, institutional or individual beliefs and practices exist which privilege some human beings and exclude, by subordination and oppression, others based on attributes of race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, class or caste, among many other distinctions. EYFA believes that social and economic exclusion are tied into histories of patriarchy and colonialism, as well as war, profit and power. These experiences have at times given rise to equally oppressive and excluding practices and policies. If we are to create a peaceful society free from hierarchy, exploitation and oppression that instead respects the autonomy and dignity of all human beings, the way these forces interact must be recognised and addressed. With our focus on supporting Eastern European groups, our current work includes many groups working to tackle issues of social and institutional exclusion, peace building, intercultural dialogue, gender inequality, right-wing extremism, nationalism, racism and homophobia.

**1.5 EYFA’s Structure**

**1.5.1. Decision-making**
Decisions are made during different meetings throughout the year. During these meetings the following is discussed: old and new projects, focus of the network, strategies and future cooperation plans. Though we do often make use of on-line meetings and decision making tools, face-to-face
yearly network meetings are crucial for our work, and informal network discussions take place alongside all EYFA events. EYFA board meetings are organized once a year at the EYFA office in Berlin. The board has better insight in the works of the office this way and with everything at hand it heightens practicality.

All organizational decisions are made through reaching consensus. The consensus is a decision-making process that fully utilizes the resources of a group, seeks the agreement of most participants, and resolves or mitigates the objections of the minority to achieve the most agreeable decision. Consensus is also used during all EYFA meetings, projects and events. EYFA functions on the belief that people in a group will relate to each other in a much more fair and productive way if everyone's contribution is considered and is equal to everyone else's. Consensus requires use of communication hand signals during meetings and decision making processes, and, sometimes, presence of trained facilitators and mediators.

1.5.2 EYFA's Office

EYFA has one international office, located in Berlin. The office coordinates EYFA's activities, including administrative and financial tasks, as well as big part of the communication functions of the network. This includes producing the EYFA newsletter, acting as an information and support point for organisations in the network and as a communication liaison between local and international projects.

The office is organised collectively and non-hierarchically, meaning that all staff and volunteers are expected to take an equitable role in day-to-day tasks and decision-making processes. From watering the plants to writing applications, tasks are shared and rotated amongst all of those in the office.
The office also acts as a 'training ground' for young people to develop various skills, such as project coordination, fund-raising and bookkeeping. EYFA does not require office staff to arrive already equipped with all the necessary knowledge and experience to carry out their tasks. Rather, the goal is to be a place where young people can work to develop skills in a supportive environment, learning-by-doing. It is normal for staff and volunteers to work in the office for 1-3 years, before moving on to share their new skills with other groups and projects.

1.5.3 EYFA Advisory Board
The 'Advisory Board' oversees the work of the office. The Board provides support and advice to the office – particularly in terms of strategy and finances.
Currently, there are three Board members, two of them used to be part of the office team. In both the office and the Board, effort is made to maintain balanced representation amongst the different corners of Europe.

1.5.3 EYFA Network
EYFA is a network that consists of individuals, collectives and organisations from all around Europe. There are no membership rules or fees required to join the EYFA network – EYFA is open to all current grassroots and alternative youth movements focusing on environmental, social justice and alternative economics and related issues.

The EYFA network is primarily used to share information, skills and resources. It connects groups working on similar topics around Europe, and groups wanting to share experiences or gain training from one another. The network acts as a way to connect local issues and struggles trans-nationally. In particular, the network works to connect groups in east and west Europe, building solidarity amongst different regions.
The EYFA Network has two permanent working groups, Network Strategy and Cross-Border Collaboration, which help the international office in Berlin identify the needs of groups in the network and decide where and on what issues upcoming gatherings should focus. This ensures that EYFA consistently works towards its aims of capacity building, participatory processes and East-West networking. For each EYFA project a temporary working group is also created to support the logistics and develop the content of the project. Sometimes these groups continue working together after the project’s completion.

Typically, the network has one meeting each year where the priorities and strategy of the network are decided upon and projects and activities are developed. Between meetings, members can stay in touch via mailing lists and online calls. Like all EYFA meetings, decisions are made on a consensus basis.
1.6. Partner Organizations & Network-members

**EV5 partner organizations 2018:**

- Aps Yard “Associazione di Promozione Sciale” (Italy)
- NGO Youth Education Centre “Fialta” (Belarus)
- All-Ukrainian association for youth cooperation “Alternative-V” (Ukraine)

EYFA’s work is also possible due to all kinds of support (informational, infrastructural, technical and organizational) of our allies, friendly and partner organizations and network members:

- Institute for Democracy and Human Rights (Armenia)
- Belarus Freedom of Speech (Belarus)
- Labovzvw (Belgium)
- Vredecactic (Belgium)
- Firefly (Bosnia)
- Zelena akcija Zagreb (Croatia)
- UKL (Croatia)
- Auto*Mat (Czech Republic)
- Klimakollektivet (Denmark)
- Hyokyaalto (Finland)
- La Rhonce (France)
- Skills for Action (Germany)
- Tools for Action (Germany)
- Kommunikationskollektiv (Germany)
- VOID Network (Greece)
- Vedegylet (Hungary)
- Cluaiscacht (Ireland)
- Rc.Generation (Romania)
- Zali.LT (Lithuania)
- ASEFD (Netherlands)
- SPINA (Poland)
- GAIA (Portugal)
- Bla (Portugal, France, Germany)
- LENKA (Republic of Macedonia)
- Food not Bombs (Russian Federation)
- Alternativna Kulturna Organizacija (Serbia)
- Art Centre (Slovenia)
- Fracking Ez (Spain)
- Ecologistas en Acción (Spain)
- Carbon Trade Watch (Spain)
- Eroles project (Spain)
- EcoDharma (Spain)
- Collectiu Eco Actiu (Spain)
- Rhythm of Resistance Istanbul (Turkey)
- Stop Xenophobia Youth Federation (Ukraine)
- Campaign to Protect Pont Valley (United Kingdom)
- Coal Action Network (United Kingdom)
- Tripod (United Kingdom)
2. Projects

EYFA’s work programme 2018 had exploring self-organised youth work as its general field of focus. In 2018 we provided a variety of capacity building activities for young people in Europe, with a main objective to develop skills, networks and knowledge to create new and reinforce existing participatory structures providing young people with alternatives for their social and economic inclusion.

The main project of 2018 was our Work plan “coLABOURate! Young people taking economic inclusion into their own hands” consisting of 3 interconnected activities:

coLABOURate!

2.1. Prepare! Laying the groundwork for equal employment
This activity provided a series of 11 small-scale trainings for youth underprivileged on the labour market or interested in building alternatives against social and economical exclusion. This project reached 145 youth (from UK, SI, PL, RS, ES, NL, RO, DE, HU, GR, UA, CZ, SK, ME) with trainings to develop the skills to address economic exclusion and to organise cooperatively.
Workshop modules from ACT1 have been distributed via mailing list for wider stakeholder availability and selected modules are available in 2018’s resource pack.
2.2. Unite! Young women exploring labour rights
This activity brought 20 youth agents of change (representatives of student unions, labour unions, self-employers, NGOs, women/LBTI+/queers) mostly from Eastern & Central Europe (BY, PL, RS, UA, DE, ES, RO, UK, FI, LT) to share their experiences of discrimination and learn tools to actively stand against exclusion on the labour market. During the activity, participants wrote poetry and other texts, as well as filmed footage for a video glossary.

2.3. Organize! Youth workers developing participatory alternatives
5-11. October 2018, Milano, IT
This was a week-long training for 31 European youth (from UA, RU, BY, PL, DE, RO, GR, RS, HU, IT) interested in learning and sharing skills on the topic of mutual-aid-spaces and cooperatives. Youth involved in workers cooperatives in diverse fields (food production, printing and publishing, sewing, etc.) initiated new alliances amongst themselves and contributed to the production of a resource pack based on the activity’s programme.
The other activities were:

2.4. Help desk
More than 170 young people working on anti-discrimination and social justice topics took part in weekly advisory sessions covering: civic engagement, facilitating access to resources, empowerment of young people in society, active citizenship, raising awareness of EU policy agenda in the field of youth (i.e. EU Youth Strategy).

2.5. Local trainings
62 local youth took part in 6 non-formal trainings on the topics of non-hierarchical and collaboratively working together aimed at spreading & multiplying skills among youth.

2.6. Hosting EVS

2.6.1. EVS “Together we learn, together we work: youth facilitating peer participation”
This EVS Project brought 2 volunteers (from UA & BY) to the office in Berlin. During the project, the volunteers strengthen young people’s engagement in creating and maintaining their working environment, including cross-national collaboration and networking. The volunteers organise workshops and info evenings at the project space providing informal education for local youth and learning themselves at the same time.
2.6.2. EVS “Миру мир: Connecting peace-building communities across Europe”
This EVS Project brought 3 young volunteers with fewer opportunities (UA, RU, ES) to Berlin where they had an opportunity to build cross-national collaboration & networking towards an inclusive & resilient European community.

2.7. EVS coordination and sending

2.7.1. “Enjoy volunteering”
FYFA coordinated the sending of 2 young volunteers (from RS) to participate in an EVS mobility for the EVS project “Enjoy volunteering” of our partner organisation Association of Social Promotion Youth Action for Rights Development (Aps YARD).
2.8-9. Statutory Meetings
Office staff (3 people) & 4 board members attended the annual Board of Directors meeting in Amsterdam.
The second statutory meeting, our annual EYFA Member Meeting, took place in Tabor, Czechia. Delegate members of our branch organizations, together with 3 Secretariat members and EVS volunteers met to plan the future of EYFA, framed in the current political situation in Europe.

2.10. EYFA Newsletter
17 writers/editors, i.e. young people interested in issues of inclusion & environmental sustainability worked on the preparation and dissemination of biannual newsletter, covering: capacity building, open access to educational materials, media work.

2.11. Online portal
12 young people interested in sustainable & participatory practices in youth work contributed to the Skillshare wiki, encouraging more participatory interaction. The Portal targets: capacity building, open access to educational materials, youth work, non-formal education.
In 2017 EYFA also started a twitter account to increase our visibility, inform about events and promote ideas of social and environmental justice. You can follow us here: https://twitter.com/ EYFA
3. Network Actions & Initiatives/Coached Projects

3.1. Wheels 4 Action
Wheels 4 Action supports affordable transport for grassroots activists. They believe in freedom of movement, people overcoming distances and boundaries to take action for social and environmental justice. Collectivising the means of transport helps breaking social divisions. Their mission is to lower the threshold that grassroots activists meet in order to travel for their work due to lack of resources. They offer confidentiality and flexibility through good and secure communication.

Wheels 4 action is a self-organised international collective founded 4 years ago in Berlin. They make decisions by consensus and all the members are militant volunteers. The collective takes responsibility for the maintenance of our shared vehicle. W4A relationships are based on trust.

In 2018 Wheels for Action continues to inspire us in an idea of sharing a commodity, also responsibility for well-being of all, including the nature.

3.2. Aktion Queer Kamerun
Aktion Queer Kamerun works to help LGBT activists in Cameroon to continue their work and to live humane lives. They conduct informational events in Germany, to raise awareness, build solidarity, and generate donations for the cause of Cameroonian LGBT activists. On the ground in Cameroon, AQK provides shelter, as well as legal and medical aid for grassroots LGBT activists (primarily the ones who fall through and don’t gain access to bigger international NGOs). What we also find important about AQK’s work is that the mixed group seeks to engage as non-hierarchically as possible with the people receiving support.
3.3. Ecotopia Biketour 2018

Ecotopia Biketour is a self-organized environmental and social activist bicycle tour that has been cycling through different parts of Europe each summer since 1990. Visiting social and environmental projects and groups on its way, to learn about their struggles and visions, to exchange knowledge, to create connections and to support them by participating in actions or doing some physical work.

Ecotopia Biketour 2018 started in the end of June in Pamplona, Navarre and traversed the Iberian peninsula, ended almost 3 months later in the fire-affected region of Portugal, Benfeita.

3.4. Kopacz-Diggers “Safer at Home”

Safer at Home is a series of 6 weekend meetings for LGBTQ radical organizers about tools for safer communication and online working, dealing with repression, emotional health and sustainable activism. It answers the need of empowering and strengthening the queer-feminist movement, which experiences a lot of repression and distress because of
the political situation in Poland right now. LGBTQ people are being persecuted and face intense discrimination, both on an institutional and the social level. It is nearly impossible for any organization or group working in the areas of LGBTQ movement, anti-discrimination, social justice or ecology to get any institutional support in Poland right now, a lot of them are being persecuted, controlled and repressed.

3.5. Kopacze Queer Feminist Camp
After last summer’s successful feminist skillshare on carpentry and stove construction, which is in part responsible for space’s increased hosting capacity, the Kopacze collective invited 50 participants to the Polish countryside for their first international queer feminist camp. The space Kopacze offered its deep ecology/permaculture values with each and every participatory, participant-led, intersectional feminist workshop that took place.

3.6. Street Voices in Warsaw

The contributors and collective behind balcerowicz.com, with the primary goal of providing activists, journalist and all interested people with information that allows for reliable and substantive criticism of power mechanisms, initiated the campaign ‘Street Voices’ to address issues like
Gentrification, economic exclusion and tolerance. The campaign included a local street newspaper for a central district of Warsaw, as well as the publication and distribution of a Glossary of Capitalism. This glossary can be found here in its digital format: http://balcerowicz.com/slownik-kapitalizmu/

3.7. Campaign to Protect Pont Valley

EYFA has been in solidarity with a multitude of campaigns to halt opencast mining for many years now. The Coal Action Network has been working with local residents of Pont Valley, Durham against this particular mine since 2009. In the latest escalation of the campaign, local communities and land defenders from across Europe set up a land occupation together. While the occupation was eventually evicted and the Banks Mining Group’s destructive dig approved (there remain some legal possibilities for reversal though), this campaign makes an important statement for worldwide solidarity in our collective struggle against climate change and capitalist hegemony.
The Coal Action Network continued their fight alongside community groups against opencast coal mines and infrastructure throughout the UK. In addition to the Pont Valley struggle, the Coal Action Network continued to resist every new opencast proposal this year within the UK. The Coal Action Network and their allies, Hilltop Action Group, won an incredible victory in 2018 in stopping a new opencast. Further, they have almost completed a film showing the issues with restoration of former coal mines in Wales, which will soon be ready for release and accompany their Ditch Coal Report as an exceptionally valuable resource for the climate change resistance struggle.

3.9. FemStreik

The feminist strike criticizes structural discrimination and disadvantages of women* and queers*. It's about struggles for fair salaries and working conditions as well as recognition of unpaid care and household work. The strike sets a clear sign for self-determination of bodies and
against violence against women* and queers*. We believe that an assembly addresses especially the problem of isolation of women* and queers*. We set a frame in which women* and queers* can exchange about their problems, network and explore ideas for actions together. We want to create a base for the future to fight for the rights of women* and queers* and strengthen the solidarity in society. The current racist discourse paints an image of migrant men that threatened white, German women. We want to set a clear sign against that. We represent a broad feminist movement which is positioning itself strongly against racist exclusion and discrimination - for an open community in solidarity!

3.10. Queers do not respect borders

With the aim of bringing together queer/trans* people of different ages across borders to support, empower and inspire, this informal collaboration amongst queer activists from Germany, Poland, Czechia, and Ukraine facilitated multiple skillsharing meetings and the translation of video materials into more languages.
This short movie was shot during EYFA’s international FLTI youth exchange “Unite! Young women* exploring labour rights” and reflects a mixture of theoretical content and personal experiences of isolation and alienation of the precarious life under neo-liberal capitalism. By interviewing participants and gathering their input this way, we wanted to give this topic a human face and encourage more youth to take part in or organise their own future activities to discover the topic of economic exclusion and labour rights on their own. You can watch the video here (see other languages in the side tab, including German, Russian, Polish, Spanish):

https://vimeo.com/292725984
Resource Pack
The cumulative output of this year’s Workplan activities is a resource pack, to be spread amongst youth and groups who are interested in cooperative work and setting up a cooperative themselves. It includes not only material from the third work plan activity dedicated to cooperatives and mutual aid spaces, but also input from an economical exclusion and a gender perspective on alternatively organizing the workspace. All in all, the resource pack presents a “best of” compilation of our 2018 Workplan activities, with workshop modules and descriptive texts, to be distributed amongst the network and affiliated groups! You’ll find the Resource Pack in Russian and English on the EYFA website.

Ende Gelände
EYFA is one of the allies and supporters of Ende Gelände call for action:
https://www.ende-gelaende.org/de/aufruf/unterstuetzerinnen/

Ulex – trainer Network
Ulex works with an extensive network of experienced trainers across Europe, working together to develop and share tools, practices, resources and activities which address participant needs. In 2018, several EYFA network members were able to attend trainings at Ulex to develop themselves and thereby contribute to the overall capacity development of the groups in our network.
http://ulexproject.org/who-we-are/trainer-network/
Social Media
Connect, follow, share EYFA’s events and call-outs via our Twitter account: https://twitter.com/_eyfa_
Find the videos that we produce via Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/user90137588

5. Thanks
EYFA is what it is thanks to the support of private donors and generous funders. Thanks to all of you that continue to support us one more year.
## 6. Financial Overview

### EYFA 2018 Financial Overview – Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel Costs</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff costs</td>
<td>45,350.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultants and freelancers (salary admin, webpage and server maintenance)</td>
<td>1,700.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>47,051.77</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office costs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rental and Associated Costs</td>
<td>1,200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Costs (telephone, internet, mail, website)</td>
<td>178.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy and Print Costs</td>
<td>136.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Materials</td>
<td>170.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment and Maintenance</td>
<td>530.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage and Transport</td>
<td>1,157.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,399.90</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Projects

- ACT 1: Prepare! Laying the groundwork for equal employment
- ACT 2: Unify! Young women* exploiting labour rights
- ACT 3: Organize! Youth workers developing participatory alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACT1 &amp; ACT2 Project</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACT1: Prepare! Laying the groundwork for equal employment</td>
<td>11,204.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT2: Unify! Young women* exploiting labour rights</td>
<td>10,377.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT3: Organize! Youth workers developing participatory alternatives</td>
<td>78,884.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Erasmus + FVS 2017/18: Together we learn, together we work: youth facilitating peer participation
- Erasmus + FVS 2018/19: Connecting peace-building communities across Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Erasmus + FVS 2017/18</td>
<td>7,978.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erasmus + FVS 2018/19</td>
<td>15,688.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project partner money</td>
<td>1,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>31,532.50</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Other Costs

- Financial Costs (bank costs, chamber of commerce) | 399.61  |
- Statutory meetings | 5,504.14  |
- Other costs and staff training | 1,248.14  |
- Donations | 110.00  |
| **Total** | **7,251.85** |

### Total costs EYFA 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>139,315.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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## EYFA 2017 Financial Overview – Income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EACEA Grants</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59/093-EPP-1-2018-1-DE-EPPKA³-CSC YOUTH 2018-1-DE04-KA125-016202 Erasmus + Structural Grant</td>
<td>34,830.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>60,580.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>European Youth Foundation Grants</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27.WP2018 EYF Work Plan 2018</td>
<td>40,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.SG2.2018 EYF Structural Grant (2018-19)</td>
<td>13,621.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>53,621.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other income</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consulting 27.WP2018</td>
<td>9,082.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTR (Voluntary Time Recognition in 27.WP2018)</td>
<td>3,660.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit interest</td>
<td>48.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donation and Gifts</td>
<td>21,261.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other income</td>
<td>950.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUSH Helpdesk funding</td>
<td>5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>46,022.83</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Income EYFA 2018**

| EUR | 154,224.83 |

**Balance EYFA 2018**

| EUR | 14,885.68 |